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Abstract 
In the age of computer-aided engineering, development aspects, like steering and handling 
feel, tend to be strongly based on computer simulations, aiming to reduce development cost 
and time, to be less dependent of physical testing and to be able to fulfil constantly more 
demanding requirements. Computers, however, are known for their remarkable processing 
capacity, not for their feelings. If subjective assessments are to be computed, the first step is 
therefore to understand them properly and to identify their relation with vehicle dynamics 
objective metrics, i.e. their relation to the measurement that can be calculated via computer 
model based simulations.  

This thesis presents a structured methodology for investigating handling and steering feel. It 
starts by studying the current state of the art in the field, summarized in Paper A. Based on 
this study, conclusions about the status of the knowledge are obtained, required work and 
critical considerations to be taken into account when embarking into such kind of research are 
identified. Applying this “know-how”, a series of tests in “summer” conditions and another in 
“winter” conditions are designed and executed, increasing consequently the amount of data 
available from previous studies. The analysis of this data is done also in a structured approach 
where the focus of this thesis concerns mostly the study of the “summer” data. First, 
subjective assessments and objective metrics are studied independently, the former as part of 
Paper B and the latter as part of Paper C. Groups of linearly dependent objective metrics and 
subjective assessments are identified, together with key factors for subjective assessment 
questions. Graphical representations for numerical and verbal subjective assessments are 
presented. It has been identified that the quality of subjective assessments still need to be 
improved in order to properly support the investigations on objective to subjective testing 
relations. This quality is highly affected by the used rating scale and by different driver rating 
tendencies when using the current rating scales. Poor repeatability of subjective assessments 
is another issue that has been identified.  

These results enable better understanding of subjective assessments, allowing improvement 
of both the overall subjective testing and evaluation process, and the data collection process 
to correlate subjective assessments and objective metrics. Finally, in Paper C, correlations 
between objective metrics and subjective assessments are investigated by means of linear and 
non-linear correlations via regression analysis and neural network. All together enabling 
definition of ranges for preferred vehicle dynamics objective metrics, which have been 
summarized in this thesis. Vehicles with characteristics within these values are expected to 
receive high subjective rating when evaluated. This is therefore an initial step on the way 
towards full computer-aided engineering based development. 

 

Keywords: Steering feel, vehicle handling, driver preference, objective metrics, subjective 
assessments, regression analysis, neural network.  
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Sammanfattning 
I den datorstödda ingenjörsåldern kommer utvecklingsaspekter in som styrkänsla och 
väghållning med målet att reducera utvecklingskostnader och tid, bli mindre beroende av 
fysiska tester samt att tillgodose ett ständigt ökande av utmanande krav. Dock är datorer 
kända för deras utomordentliga beräkningskraft inte för deras känslor. Om subjektiva 
bedömningar ska beräknas är första steget att förstå dem på ett korrekt sätt och identifiera 
deras relation till fordonsdynamiska objektiva mätetal, dvs. deras relation till mätetalen som 
kan beräknas via modellbaserade simuleringar i en dator.  

Denna licentiatavhandling presenterar en strukturerad metod för att undersöka väghållning 
och styrkänsla. Först presenteras nuvarande kunskapsläge inom området i artikel A och sedan 
baserat på slutsatserna i denna artikel tas behovet av forskning fram samt kritiska 
ställningstaganden som behöver tas i beaktande för denna typ av forskning. Genom att 
tillämpa denna kunskap skapas och genomförs ett antal sommartester och ett vintertest, vilket 
ökar den mängd av data som är tillgänglig från tidigare tester. Analysen av denna data är 
gjord på ett strukturerat tillvägagångssätt där fokus i denna avhandling ligger till största delen 
på sommartestdata. Först studeras subjektiva bedömningar och objektiva mätetal separat, den 
förstnämnda i artikel B och den sistnämnda i artikel C. Grupper av objektiva mätetal och 
grupper av subjektiva bedömningar som har linjära beroenden identifieras tillsammans med 
nyckelfaktorer för subjektiva bedömningsfrågor. Olika metoder för att presentera de 
subjektiva bedömningsresultaten, både numeriska och verbala, redovisas. Det har identifierats 
att kvalitén för subjektiva bedömningar behöver förbättras för att kunna stödja analysarbetet 
med att koppla subjektiva bedömningar till objektiva mätetal. Kvalitén påverkas i hög grad av 
betygsskalan och olika förares betygsbeteende för betygsskalorna. Ett annat problem som har 
identifierats är låg repeterbarhet av subjektiva bedömningar. 

Dessa resultat skapar en bättre förståelse av subjektiva bedömningar vilket möjliggör 
förbättringar av både den subjektiva bedömningsprocessen och datainsamlingsprocessen för 
att korrelera subjektiva bedömningar till objektiva mätetal. Slutligen i artikel C studeras 
korreleringar mellan subjektiva bedömningar och objektiva mätetal med hjälp av olika 
metoder, tekniker och strategier, både linjära och icke-linjära korreleringar. Sammantaget 
möjliggörs definitioner av önskvärda områden för objektiva mätetal. Dessa definierade 
områden har sammanställts i slutet av denna licentiatavhandling. Fordon med beteende inom 
dessa värden förväntas ge höga subjektiva bedömningar när de utvärderas. Detta är således ett 
första steg på vägen till fullständig datorstödd fordonsdynamikutveckling. 
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Research question 
 

 

How can the knowledge about 
the correlation between subjective assessments and objective measures 

be increased? 
 

In addition, how can this knowledge 
enable an efficient vehicle dynamics evaluation? 
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1. Introduction 
 
“On a given day, a given circumstance, you think you have a limit. And you then go for this 
limit and you touch this limit, and you think, 'Okay, this is the limit.' As soon as you touch this 
limit, something happens and you suddenly can go a little bit further. With your mind power, 
your determination, your instinct, and the experience as well, you can fly very high.” 

!–!Ayrton Senna 
 
 
 

1.1. Background 

There is a strong drive in the vehicle industry to improve the efficiency and quality of the 
development process. At the same time, the complexity of vehicles is increasing and project 
requirements are more demanding. The development of vehicle dynamics – steering and 
handling – is strongly based on subjective assessments (SA), done by expert drivers with 
physical vehicles, which is normally performed in phases of the development process where 
only prototype vehicles are available. This is a time consuming and costly procedure that 
could be more effective e.g., in the short term, by shortening testing and data processing time 
and by increasing the quality of the gathered SA data. It is envisioned, that aiming to reduce 
prototype vehicles in the medium-long term, this development will be achieved by mainly 
using virtual prototype vehicles, both in Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and Moving 
Base Driving Simulators (MBDS). CAE tuning of these systems, besides reducing cost and 
lead-time, will facilitate objective assessment of the vehicle dynamics: steering, ride and 
handling. 

 

1.2. Problem statement 

A passenger vehicle is not only a machine that has to deliver a minimum performance or 
transport people safely from point A to point B. It is also a machine to be felt. Consequently, 
the driving experience becomes one of the vehicle’s most important characteristics. Vehicle 
dynamics development thus goes hand in hand with subjective assessments (SA). 
Unfortunately, SA is time- and cost-consuming and is dependent on physical vehicle 
prototypes, which are limiting factors when it comes to shortening the duration and cost of 
vehicle projects. That means that vehicle dynamics – steering and handling – cannot yet be 
fully understood only through equations and performance criteria or objective metrics (OM), 
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further understanding of the driving feel is needed. This implies a great obstacle in the path to 
achieve the goal of full CAE based vehicle dynamics development. Computers are known for 
their remarkable processing capacity, but not for their feelings. If SA are to be computed, the 
first step is therefore to understand SA properly and to understand their correlation to OM. 
Translating SA to OM has proven to be a difficult challenge. An improved evaluation process 
would both increase the efficiency of SA in the short term and facilitate the SA correlation to 
OM. Furthermore, an increased knowledge of the links between OM and SA, would on one 
hand allow specifying objective requirements, and on the other hand allow CAE testing to 
include a truthful prediction of the future experienced SA for the vehicle to be built. 
Knowledge about these OM-SA relations would also enable enhancement of the driving 
experience via e.g. over actuation, intelligent active system and control algorithms. 

 

1.3. Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study has been first to investigate the already existing knowledge about 
OM and SA correlations and the methods and procedures used to find them. Secondly, to 
apply the lessons learned to acquire a deeper knowledge in the field and to evaluate the 
vehicle dynamics assessment methods at Volvo Car Corporation. When analysing the new 
data the focus initially has been on studying OM and SA independently, as a step before 
switching to an OM-development-based procedure, in order to properly understand SA and 
drivers’ evaluation behaviours. Greater effort has been focused on the study of SA compared 
to OM since the OM procedure is highly standardized compared to SA. Thirdly, 
improvements had to be identified and the final purpose of the study was to identify new 
OM-SA correlations and to confirm or reject previous ones. 

 

1.4. Review of the literature 

Research work about steering feel and vehicle dynamics is not new to science or industry, as 
there has been a strong drive in the vehicle industry to improve the efficiency and quality of 
the development process. Still this vision, of full CAE based development, is far from being 
fulfilled. A research on the state of the art in the field can be found in Paper A, which had the 
following goals: 

i)! Identify key parameters of steering and handling and their preferred values, in 
order to recognise customers’ desires and thus allow objective requirement-setting 
and evaluation. 

ii)! Compiling the fundamental issues to be dealt with in the continued search for 
correlations between objective metrics and subjective assessments. 

As the reader is suggested to read Paper A, and in order not to be repetitive, this chapter is 
limited to present and summarize a selection of the past research conducted that is of most 
interest to the research presented in this thesis: 
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The first identified publications in the research area of this thesis date back to the 1970s, 
namely the work of Walter Bergman at Ford Motor Co. and the work of Friedrich O. Jaksch 
at Volvo Car Corporation. Both authors focused on vehicle control qualities: Bergman (1973) 
studied correlations between measurements and subjective evaluations, based on vehicle-
handling qualities directly related to driver physical and mental efforts required for the 
control of the vehicle. Bergman indicated that the most important vehicle-handling quality is 
the ease of control and not the level of vehicle performance. Jaksch (1979) identified some 
correlations between objective parameters and subjective ratings based on theoretical and 
experimental tests. Jaksch measured vehicle characteristics, subjective ratings of steering 
control quality and performance of the system driver-vehicle regarding their ability to follow 
a predicted course.  

University of Leeds, together with MIRA, carried out an extensive research in the field led by 
David A. Crolla. This work included two consecutive PhD Thesis: First David C. Chen 
Subjective and Objective Vehicle Handling Behaviour (1997) who tested sixteen vehicle 
configurations, switching eight suspension, body and tyre characteristics: front tyres, rear 
tyres, front damping, rear damping, front roll stiffness, rear roll stiffness, yaw inertia and 
bump steer, between two settings. Chen concentrated on understanding the linear relationship 
between measured OM and ratings from SA. The goal was to establish a bridge between OM 
and SA in order to make it possible to first know what characteristics to pursue in the design 
phase, and secondly to utilize computer modelling to achieve these characteristics as early 
and as efficiently as possible in the process (Chen, 1997; Crolla et al., 1997 and 1998; Chen 
and Crolla, 1996 and 1998).  

Chen’s work was continued by another PhD Thesis, Correlation of Subjective and Objective 
Handling of Vehicle Behaviour by Howard A. S. Ash (2002), who took a step forward by 
using neural networks, with non-linear relations, in order to identify the shortcomings of 
classical linear methods, as well as to obtain an insight into the preferred ranges of important 
vehicle handling metrics (Ash, 2002; King et al. 2002) 

University of Bath, in a joint research with BMW, carried out work in this area that resulted 
in a pair of parallel PhD Thesis supervised by Nigel Johnston: Interaction of Vehicle and 
Steering System Regarding On-Centre Handling by Peter E. Pfeffer (2006) and 
Characterisation of Steering Feel by Manfred Harrer (2007), also supervised by Peter E. 
Pfeffer. Pfeffer concentrated on objective testing and on developing a steering system model 
capable to evaluate steering feel on-centre. In order to predict the subjective feel from 
simulation results, Pfeffer used objective metrics to subjective assessments links identified by 
Harrer. Regarding Harrer’s research project, the steering feel of 25 premium vehicles, spread 
over five vehicle segments, was objectively measured and subjectively assessed. The first 
part of the project focused on developing evaluation routines for objective testing with the 
help of a steering robot (Pfeffer et al. 2008b). The second part of the project focused on 
creating a subjective assessment questionnaire and on identifying correlations between OM 
and SA (Harrer et al. 2006). Although only linear regression methods were applied, 
identifying preferred ranges was made possible by including a sign in the SA and by a non-
linear transformation of the SA previous to the regression analysis. Unfortunately, because of 
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confidentiality reasons, the identified preferred OM ranges were not presented. Pfeffer et al. 
(2008a) presents a pair of examples about how these results can be used together with CAE 
simulations in order to predict expected SA. 

Several vehicle handling and steering feel studies including objective metrics and subjective 
evaluations have been performed at Jilin University, led by Guo Konghui. Most of the tests 
are not performed in real vehicles but with driving simulators in The State Key Lab (Guo, K. 
H. et al. 2002; Zong, D. et al. 2007; Zheng, H. et al. 2013). In collaboration with David A 
Crolla, University of Leeds, the objective metrics that might be used in the search of 
correlations with subjective measures in vehicle handling were investigated (Yan B., et al. 
2010). 

AVL List GmbH did not focus on the lateral dynamics, steering and handling, but on 
longitudinal dynamics, i.e. driveability. There are some publications by Peter Schoeggl about 
a tool for driveability analysis: Describing how it is used in order to perform objective 
evaluation of vehicle driveability, how neural networks can be used for development, 
calibration and quality tests for the objective real-time assessment of vehicle driveability and 
how the character of the vehicle can be adapted according to the driving style (List and 
Schoeggl, 1998; Schoeggl and Ramschak, 2000; Schoeggl et al., 2001). Although it is a 
commercial product and the scientific information available is therefore limited by secrecy, it 
can be used as a reference for lateral vehicle dynamics. 

The Vehicle Dynamics group at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, in Stockholm, is 
another group with experience in the field. Marcus Agebro presented a Licentiate Thesis in 
2007 (Agebro, M. 2007): Driver Preferences of Steering Characteristics, including several 
studies about the influence of steering characteristics on drivers’ performance and 
preferences concerning the steering system. The tests were done in one of The Swedish 
National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) moving base driving simulator 
(MBDS). Research in the field was continued by another PhD student in his Licentiate and 
PhD Thesis: Capturing Steering Feel: A step towards implementation of active steering in 
heavy vehicles; and Characterisation and Utilization of Steering Feel in Heavy Trucks by 
Malte Rothhämel (Rothhämel 2010 and 2013). This was a joint research project between 
KTH and Scania CV AB, which investigated the correlations between OM and SA for the 
steering feel and handling of heavy trucks (Rothhämel et al., 2008). Rothhämel generated a 
word pool, in order to identify the dimensions used by people to perceive and describe 
steering and handling (Rothhämel et al., 2011), and also used one of VTI’s MBDS to perform 
additional studies (Rothhämel et al., 2010). These research works have been complemented 
by MSc. Thesis in collaboration with Volvo Car Corporation: Links between Subjective 
Assessments and Objective Metrics for Steering (He, X. and Su, Z., 2012) and Electric power 
assist steering system parameterization and optimization employing CAE (Ljungberg, M. 
2014), both of them resulting in different publications, e.g. analysis of driver ratings and the 
correlation of SA and OM using both linear and non-linear methods (Nybacka et al., 2014a), 
and (Nybacka et al. 2014b) where further analysis was presented based on a larger data set 
and where a number of ranges were specified for the OM that would give high SA ratings. 
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1.5. Research question 

The research in this licentiate thesis focus on the following research questions: 
 
How can the knowledge about the correlation between subjective assessments and objective 
measures be increased? 
In addition, how can this knowledge enable an efficient vehicle dynamics evaluation? 
 

1.6. Research hypotheses 

Typically, a research project is divided in three phases: planning phase, data collection phase 
and analysis and synthesis phase (Andersson, 2012). The planning phase is that in which the 
main hypotheses connected to the research question are formulated. The main hypotheses of 
this thesis can be summarized as: 

•! There is a relation between the feeling of the drivers, i.e. their driving experience (in 
steering and handling) and vehicle characteristics that can be measured (OM). 

•! Expert drivers are able to feel, identify and estimate changes in OM and to translate 
them in a numerical value (SA ratings of level 5). 

•! Expert drivers are also able to evaluate the quality of these SA-level 5 characteristics, 
i.e. the effects of vehicle dynamics characteristics on the driving experience, and to 
translate them into a numerical value (SA ratings of level 2-4) in a consistent way. 

•! The OM-SA correlations and steering feel and handling key-parameters are different 
between summer and winter tests. 

 

1.7. Research approach 

The research approach of this thesis has been based on the following list. A flow chart for the 
research approach is presented in Figure 1. 

i)! Study of the state of the art in the field 
ii)! Formulation of hypotheses and research questions based on previous knowledge 
iii)! Design of experiments in order to study the previous hypotheses 
iv)! Data collection: Objective and subjective vehicle dynamics tests 
v)! Analysis of the gathered data (mostly via statistical tools) 
vi)! Writing scientific papers on the previous points’ results. 
vii)! Each of the previous points include lessons learned and loops with previous points 

Lessons learned and feedback arrows are not represented in Figure 1 to increase clarity. 
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Figure 1. Research approach in this thesis: Planning – data collection – analysis and synthesis (in a loop). 
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This research approach results in a well-structured methodology for the study of OM and SA 
during summer conditions. This methodology is shown in Figure 2, which make it possible to 
identify the different key steps of this work, further described through the different sections 
of this thesis, and the typical three pillars of this kind of research: 

1)! Objective testing 
2)! Subjective testing 
3)! Statistical analysis!

!

Figure 2. Key steps of this research work 
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Objective testing!

Objective2 
1)! existing independently of perception or an individual's conceptions 
2)! undistorted by emotion or personal bias 

Objective testing is a methodology that tries to describe the characteristics of a system, in this 
case a vehicle, through a series of measurements and/or metrics derived from them. These 
measurements are normally performed via a series of well-structured and standardised tests. 
These tests can be performed on physical vehicles and/or on virtual vehicles, i.e. via model 
based simulations (CAE). As indicated in Figure 2, this thesis focuses on the former 
approach. The logic behind this methodology is simple: exposing different systems (vehicle 
configurations) to the same excitations (inputs) results in different responses (outputs). These 
responses are characterised by different metrics, which in turn become a description of the 
different tested systems, or in this case test vehicles. The fact that these descriptions are not 
influenced by personal feelings or prejudice enables these tests to be objective.!

Subjective testing!

Subjective2 
1)! belonging to, proceeding from, or relating to the mind of the thinking subject and not 

the nature of the object being considered 
2)! of, relating to, or emanating from a person's emotions, prejudices, etc 

Subjective testing is a methodology that tries to characterise a system, in this case a vehicle, 
based on how the system is felt by the tester. In this case, the tester can work as a sensor and 
make an estimation of the characteristic to measure; or the tester can work as a judge and 
evaluate the tested characteristic via a rating that would reflect that of the customers. Figure 1 
in Paper B presents an example to differentiate these two different subjective rating 
approaches. As human opinion is the base of these kinds of tests, subjective and personal bias 
are inherent to these assessments. Subjective testing can also be performed on physical and 
on virtual vehicles. The latter via moving based driving simulators (MBDS). As shown in 
Figure 2, this thesis has focused on the former, physical testing, which up to this date is the 
traditional and main test procedure in vehicle dynamics. 

Statistical analysis 

Statistics3 
1)! (functioning as singular) the science that deals with the collection, analysis, and 

interpretation of information or data in the form of numbers 

In this case, the data are those collected from the objective and subjective testing. It is 
possible to analyse each group of data alone, and therefore obtain individual conclusions 
about OM and about SA, and to analyse OM and SA together in order to study if there is any 
kind of correlation between them.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Definition from Collins Concise English Dictionary.!
3!Definition from WordReference Random House Learner's Dictionary of American English.!
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1.8. Limitations 

Development in vehicle dynamics is a constant compromise between steering feel, vehicle 
handling and vehicle ride or comfort. This study is limited to steering feel and vehicle 
handling.  

Trying to study every OM would be unviable, e.g. Table 6 in Paper A lists OM named in 
literature. Consequently, this study is limited to a subset of key OM, and will not try to define 
even more OM. The same approach has been taken for SA. This list of selected OM and SA 
include 27 OM and 36 SA, see Tables 1 and 3 respectively. This accounts for approximately 
1000 one-to-one OM-SA crossings or correlations to be investigated. Studying combinational 
effects, i.e. the effect of several OM in one SA, would increase this number exponentially. 
Thus, this study has been limited to identifying single input – single output (SISO) systems, 
i.e. the relation of single OM to single SA. It is expected that, in reality, drivers are basing 
their assessments on combinatory effects, so this simplified model, as expected, might not 
reflect the real world, i.e. it is a simplified model of reality. Combinatory effects are left for 
future work. 

The previous SISO approximation is valid in order to try to identify driver preferred OM 
range, and thus is a key reference for creating objective requirements for vehicle dynamics 
design process. However, these types of tables are still very limited in order to be able to 
predict expected SA based on OM, as combinatory effect should be modelled in order to 
achieve that.!

!

1.9. Outline of the thesis 

This thesis is organized in two parts. The first part is the summary of the performed work that 
gives a general overview of the research study, sketched in Figure 2, and summarizes the 
work presented in the appended papers, while the second part includes the three papers (A – 
C) which are products of this research, see Figure 1. The summary of the performed work is 
divided in eight chapters, the first chapter is an introduction, which you are reading. Chapter 
two presents an overview to the fields of steering feel and vehicle handling. In this chapter, 
the systems related to these attributes in a passenger car are explained, and the reader will be 
introduced to normal vehicle dynamics test methods, both objective and subjective test 
methods. Chapter three focuses on the mathematical techniques and methods that have been 
used in experiments connected to the work of this licentiate thesis, i.e. searching for relations 
between two variables: statistical methods and linear and non-linear correlation methods. 
Chapter four explains how the tests were conducted in order to gather empirical and 
experimental data: vehicle configurations, subjective tests and objective tests. In chapter five 
the data analysis process used in this thesis is explained: OM, SA and OM vs SA. Chapter six 
summarises the results from the appended papers. Chapter seven discusses and conclude the 
research work. Finally, the last chapter gives recommendations for future work. 
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2. Steering feel and vehicle handling 
“Man is said to be a reasoning animal. I do not know why he has not been defined as an 
affective or feeling animal. Perhaps that which differentiates him from other animals is feeling 
rather than reason. More often I have seen a cat reason than laugh or weep. Perhaps it weeps 
or laughs inwardly — but then perhaps, also inwardly, the crab resolves equations of the 
second degree.”  

– Miguel de Unamuno 
 
 
 

This chapter gives an overview of the main systems or components affecting vehicle steering 
and handling, as well as the objective and subjective test methods.  

Cars are driven by people… a passenger vehicle is therefore not only a device that has to 
deliver a minimum performance, or to transport people safely from point A to point B. It is 
also a machine designed to have a constant interaction with its driver and its passengers, i.e. a 
machine to be felt. Furthermore, the pleasure of driving a vehicle might be enough motivation 
by itself. The evaluation of vehicle dynamics has consequently an objective and a subjective 
component: performance and feel, respectively. 

 

2.1. Vehicle systems and/or components affecting steering and handling feel 

There are many parameters affecting the vehicle dynamics response of a vehicle. 
Furthermore, the vehicle dynamics development of a vehicle is a trade off with other 
attributes, e.g. vibration and harshness (NVH) and packaging. In addition, the development of 
steering and handling that corresponds to the lateral dynamics within vehicle dynamics is a 
compromise with development of the vehicle’s longitudinal dynamics and vertical dynamics. 
Therefore it could be stated that vehicle dynamic development is the art of, given a limited 
amount of resources, presenting to the customer the combination of components with the 
most appealing equilibrium or behaviour. 

This division of attributes into subattributes (vehicle dynamics – lateral dynamics – steering 
and handling – …) follows a tree structure as presented in Figure 3. This concept complicates 
things even further because steering and handling, which are “level 2” attributes, are also 
divided into a subset of subattributes of “level 3”, which are then divided to “level 4 and then 
to “level 5”. In Figure 3 the levels under straight-ahead controllability –level 3– and torque 
feedback –level 4– are given as examples. 
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Figure 3. Tree structure of vehicle dynamics, steering feel and handling and 
their subattributes. 
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The attributes and levels presented in Figure 3 are mirrored in the development of vehicle 
dynamics subjective assessments questionnaires, e.g. the one used in this study and presented 
in Table 3, which is based on the attributes in bold letters in Figure 3. Note that meanwhile 
normal drivers are expected to be able to evaluate level 2 and level 3 questions, properly 
understanding and assessing level 4 and level 5 questions would require the participation of 
expert vehicle dynamics test drivers. 

Regarding vehicle components, the chassis seen in Figure 4 is the system most associated to 
the vehicle dynamics, steering and handling performance. The selection of the front and rear 
suspension type and their geometry is a first step when searching for the optimal, context 
related, vehicle dynamics. The evolution of vehicle suspensions and steering systems started 
long before the existence of the automobile, as these systems were already required in horse 
driven wheeled vehicles. The arrival of the engine driven vehicles, and its possibility of 
reaching higher speeds, motivated the evolution of the dampers or shock absorbers for 
approximately a century ago. 

The suspension type, its geometry, the stiffness of its components and the type of damper 
used are important parameters in vehicle dynamics. However, given the huge amount of 
possible configurations available, presenting them to the reader falls out of the scope of this 
thesis. The reader interested in further information is referred to e.g. John C. Dixons books: 
Suspension geometry and computation (2009) and The shock absorber handbook (2007), 
which first chapters, in each book, include a history overview of these systems and/or 
components. 

 

Figure 4. Left: Example of vehicle chassis components, key in vehicle dynamics performance. 
Top-right: Detail of the front double wishbone suspension with EPAS steering rack. 

Bottom-right: Detail of the integral rear link axle with a transverse leaf spring of lightweight composite. 

The chassis can be divided into front suspension, Figure 4-top-right, and rear suspension, 
Figure 4-bottom-right. The former normally complicated by including the steering system 
seen in Figure 4-top-right, and the drive shaft in FWD or AWD vehicles. The latter might 
also include a drive shaft in RWD and AWD vehicles, as well as a steering rack if rear 
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steering is available. However it is not the most common case, and the range of a rear 
steering, in passenger cars, is normally limited to a fraction of the front steering. 

The steering feel is directly affected by the design and characteristics of the mechanical 
components of the steering system. For example, the steering compliance, represented in 
Figure 5, is influenced by the stiffness of its components: steering column, link arms, struts, 
subframe, etc.; the steering gear ratio and torsion bar, subframe bushings, top-mounts, 
linkarm bushings, antiroll bars and their bushings, tyre characteristics and pressure, toe and 
camber, dampers and springs. Furthermore, modern passenger vehicles are normally 
equipped with power assisted steering, in order to support the driver to leverage the needed 
steering torque at the wheels. There are also several variants of power assist steering, being 
the most common ones: the hydraulic, the electro-hydraulic and the electric power assisted 
steering (EPAS), which is the case of the steering system presented in Figured 4 where the 
EPAS motor can be seen. This means that important factors in steering feel, e.g. steering 
torque (feedback to the driver), can be modified. In the case of EPAS these modifications can 
easily be changed, even during driving, e.g. velocity dependent steering torque feedback. 
Moreover, a coming further step is steer-by-wire, where the mechanical links between the 
steering wheel and the vehicle wheels are replaced with electrical signals and actuators. That 
implies that the steering feel or feedback can be fully customized, since steering torque, 
steering ratio and any other steering parameter felt by the drivers need to be simulated. 

 

Figure 5.!Wheel suspension and steering compliance resulting in additional steer angle Ψ1 (Pacejka, 2012). 

Figure 4-top-right shows a closer view of the double wishbone suspension. Its geometry, the 
position of the different joints, the lengths and stiffness of its link-arms and of the 
connections (bushings), will have great effect on the vehicle dynamics performance. They do 
not only affect the steering feel, as mentioned, but also the cornering behaviour of the 
vehicle: by changing e.g. camber stiffness and camber gain, compliance understeer, roll steer 
and stiffness, bump steer, the position of the roll centre. 

If in the case of the steering system, electrical power steering allows to modify or even break 
the traditional mechanical relation of its components. In the case of the suspension systems, 
electronically controlled systems are also available: e.g. the springs (metal coil spring on the 
front suspension, and leaf spring of lightweight composite on the rear suspension) and shock 
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absorber in the chassis in Figure 4 are replaced in the chassis in Figure 6 by electronically 
controlled air suspensions (compare Figure 4-left and Figure 6). This system allows again 
customization of the vehicle behaviour and changing in real time the response of the vehicle, 
i.e. the height of the vehicle can be changed, the stiffness of the springs could be non-linear 
and could be modified in real time, as well as the damping factor of the shock absorber. All 
these active systems open a new spectrum of possible combinations, which could be adjusted 
to the drivers’ preferences during driving. However, more freedom also involves higher 
expectations, simultaneously with a more complex development and testing process. 

 

Figure 6. Chassis with electronically controlled air suspensions, which make it possible to adapt the 
chassis characteristics to the driving conditions, in contrast to the chassis presented in Figure 4. 

Another very important vehicle dynamics component is the tyres, seen in Figure 7, as it is the 
only contact “point” with the road, through which all the forces and moments between the 
vehicle and the road have to be transmitted, Figure 7-right. Modifications in the tyres, e.g. 
dimensions, compounds, pressure, etc., affect the vehicle understeer-oversteer balance, the 
vehicle response, its lateral grip and the braking distance. Furthermore, the available grip has 
to be shared between longitudinal and lateral forces, modelled by the “friction ellipse”. 
Acceleration and braking thus adversely affect directional control. The different tyre 
stiffness, e.g. cornering stiffness (CFα in Figure 7-centre), is strongly influenced by the tyre 
pressure and its load. This non-linear load effect reduces cornering stiffness on an axle during 
cornering because of load transfer. The associated wheel angles, toe, camber and caster also 
have effect on the performance of the tyre and of the vehicle itself. The combination of toe in 
the front and in the rear axles might lead to a stable or unstable vehicle. Camber affects 
lateral grip and has strong influence on self-aligning torque when applying longitudinal 
forces. Caster has a direct influence on self-aligning torque and consequently on steering 
torque. Remember that all these angles are influenced by the suspension geometry, during 
wheel travel or bounce, and by the suspension compliance, when exposed to forces and 
moments. The effects of load transfer are affected by the position of the centre of gravity 
(COG) of the vehicle, and by the roll centre and roll stiffness of the suspensions. The 
understeer factor is not only affected by the tyre cornering stiffness but also by the position of 
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the COG, the wheel base of the vehicle and the load transfer, as well as elasto-kinematics 
effects in the suspensions, i.e. the effective cornering stiffness. 

The tyre - road interaction, despite of intensive research in the last century, is still one of the 
limiting points when performing simulations. As exposed in Tire and Vehicle Dynamics 
(Pacejka, 2012), a reference in tyre mechanics that gathers in a single publication the tyre 
research of the last half century: “The complexity of the structure and behaviour of the tyre 
are such that no complete and satisfactory theory has yet been propounded. The 
characteristics of the tire still presents a challenge to the natural philosopher to devise a 
theory which shall coordinate the vast mass of empirical data and give some guidance to the 
manufacturer and user. This is an inviting field for the application of mathematics to the 
physical world”.  

Note that it is the interaction between the tyre and the road that have to be evaluated. The 
road condition, a factor difficult to control, has therefore a great influence on the performance 
of the vehicle dynamics. 

 

!  

Figure 7. Vehicle tyres and wheel alignments influence strongly vehicle dynamics.  
The figures from Pacejka (2012) show: Middle - characteristic shape factors (indicated by points and 

shaded areas) of tyre or axle characteristics that may influence vehicle handling and stability properties.  
Right - Slip angle and forces and moments 

The most important chassis components and their influence in vehicle dynamics, steering and 
handling have been presented. However, it has also been shown that there are many other 
factors, external to chassis, which influence the vehicle lateral behaviour. 

The body stiffness has direct effect on the movements of the front relative to the rear axle, 
and vice versa, under different load conditions. It also affects the resonance modes of the 
vehicle. All together, it influences the steering compliance and thus steering feel and handling 
performance. The stiffness of the body cannot always be optimised only for vehicle dynamics 
as it is a compromise between other factors as e.g. passive safety, vehicle weight or fuel 
economy. Figure 8 shows an example of how the body is built combining materials of 
different strength, which has direct influence on body stiffness. 
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Figure 8. Vehicle body structure composed of materials with different strength properties. 

The design of the vehicle and its purpose also has a big impact on the vehicle dynamics. 
Wheelbase and track width, position of the COG, load of the vehicle (e.g. number of 
passengers), height of the vehicle, steering column design, etc. are influencing factors. 

The vehicle weight and weight distribution are highly affected by one of the heaviest systems 
in the vehicle, the powertrain, Figure 9. FWD, RWD, AWD and hybrid powertrains offers 
different weights and different weight distributions. Drive shafts and the position of the 
engine do not only affect weight distribution, they also impose constraints in the space 
available for the design and movement of the suspensions. 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of an combustion engine AWD powertrain (left) and an hybrid (combustion plus 
electric engine) AWD powertrain (right). 

The powertrain configuration does not only affect the vehicle dynamics performance via its 
weight. As the source of the kinetic energy, it has a direct effect on the driving experience. 
Although when evaluating steering and handling, i.e. lateral movements, the longitudinal 
ones, acceleration and braking, should be avoided, it is not an easy task. A throttle on in a 
turn might make a RWD vehicle to be felt as oversteered (via powerslide), meanwhile a FWD 
might be felt as understeered, yet both vehicles might actually offer the same pure cornering 
behaviour. 
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2.2. Objective evaluation of steering and vehicle handling 

It has been seen that vehicle dynamics has a subjective and an objective component. How the 
latter is evaluated is presented in this subsection. More information about objective testing 
manoeuvres can be found in Paper A.  

Objective testing is normally performed via a series of manoeuvres reproduced in a handling 
area. These manoeuvres can be classified in open-loop or close-loop manoeuvres. For open-
loop manoeuvres, the controlled signal is an input to the vehicle, e.g. a defined steering angle 
sequence in time. In the closed-loop manoeuvres, the focus of the control is on the output of 
the vehicle, e.g. following a defined path, see Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Comparison between open-loop and closed-loop manoeuvres. 

For objective testing, open-loop manoeuvres are recommended. By applying the same inputs 
to the different test vehicles’ steering systems (in order to conduct the same standardised 
manoeuvres) and measuring the response of the vehicles, the different steering characteristics 
of the vehicles can objectively be compared. Oppositely, in the close loop manoeuvres, the 
driver has an influence on the vehicle behaviour with the driver’s constant corrections, which 
results in different inputs to the vehicles, complicating the comparison process. ISO 3888-2 
(2002) states the following concerning the double lane change, which is an example of a 
closed-loop manoeuvre: “Owing to driver influence (driving strategy) in this closed loop test, 
there is no possibility of an objective measurement of vehicle dynamics data, only subjective 
evaluation is recommended.” 

Figure 11 shows three examples of the steering wheel angle inputs (these tests are normally 
run at a specified speed) for three of the most used objective tests: Frequency response and 
weave test for steering feel testing (to evaluate frequency response and on-centre feel 
characteristics respectively) and sine with dwell test, performed to evaluate the stability of the 
vehicle, i.e. its handling performance. On the bottom-right corner of Figure 11 it is possible 
to see an example of the difference between objective measurements and metrics. The figure 
represent a cross-plot of two different measurements (outputs from the test presented on the 
bottom-left). In this cross-plot, which could be e.g. steering wheel torque vs. steering wheel 
angle, different objective metrics are defined, e.g. gradients and deadbands. These metrics are 
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the “numbers” used to describe the characteristics of the evaluated vehicle. This research is 
about finding the relation between these metrics and subjective assessments, the “numbers” 
given by the test drivers when evaluating the characteristics of the test vehicle, and which are 
presented later on in this thesis. 

 

Figure 11. Examples of open-loop objective testing manoeuvres, measurements and metrics. 
Left: Frequency response and weave test – typical tests for evaluating steering feel. 

Right (top): Sine with dwell test – typical test used to evaluate handling performance. 
Right (bottom): Example of a cross plot, objective measurement, from the weave test and the definitions 

of different objective metrics for this test. 

The comparison of objective testing is based on the concept that the different systems to be 
tested, i.e. the different test vehicles, are exposed to the same inputs, and that the responses of 
the different systems to these inputs are measured. These responses characterize each system 
and allow objective comparison. The repeatability of these input signals is therefore an 
important factor for the quality of the tests. The repeatability of the inputs can be improved 
by using steering, acceleration and braking robots, Figure 12. The IMU is used for logging 
data and can be used together with a differential global position system (DGPS) for close-
loop / path following testing or to guide the test vehicles through the start gate accurately, i.e. 
all the open-loop manoeuvres can be started in the same point of the handling area. 
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Figure 12. Steering robot, computer and controller (left); Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) (middle); and 
acceleration and braking robots (right). 

Pfeffer et al. (2008b) indicates that “performing open-loop manoeuvres in conjunction with a 
steering robot greatly increases the reproducibility and eliminates influences caused by the 
driver”, because the frequency and amplitude of the test driver's manoeuvres do not remain 
constant. Their results show that the scatter of measurement data, i.e. the spread of objective 
parameters in test repetitions, is reduced when using a steering robot in comparison to a test 
driver in average from 13.5% to 4.0% in the weave test and from 13.3% to 2.1% in the step 
input test, i.e. the scatter is reduced in the order of 70% and 84% respectively. 

2.3. Subjective evaluation of steering and vehicle handling 

It is time now to treat the subjective component of vehicle dynamics – steering and handling 
– and how it is evaluated. Initial studies focused mostly on safety aspects, e.g. Bergman 
(1973), Jaksch (1979) and Ruys and Pauwelussen (1989), in nowadays vehicles safety has 
become a must-be or basic need in a Kano model classification, see Paper A for more 
information about this model. This means that safety is just taken for granted, and that the 
drivers switch their focus to performance or delighter needs, as in this case could be the 
driving experience or the “fun to drive” concept. In Crolla et al. (1998) words: “The vehicle 
should be stable and should not impose excessive control demands on the driver. But 
virtually all modern vehicles satisfy these criteria, and it is other subtle or secondary aspects 
of handling which are used to differentiate between vehicles and which feature strongly in 
their success in the marketplace”. Subjective feel, and with it subjective evaluation, is 
therefore a key factor in vehicle dynamics. This is the reason why the development of vehicle 
steering and handling is strongly based on SA, done by expert drivers in physical vehicles. 
Note that this is, however, a time consuming and costly procedure in conflict with the 
constraints of vehicle development projects, which continuously tend to be more restrictive, 
shortening development and testing time, while requesting higher specifications. 

The subjective tests for this kind of research are normally performed by expert test drivers, on 
specially designed test tracks for vehicle dynamics testing purpose, e.g. the installations of 
Hällered Proving Ground in Sweden seen in Figure 13. On these test tracks, the drivers have 
the possibility of testing in a safe and well-known environment (remember that vehicle 
dynamic performance is highly dependent on road conditions). The test can be done from low 
to high speed. The designs of the handling tracks, the handling area and the “oval” ring are 
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specifically thought for this kind of testing, allowing the evaluation of both cornering and 
straight-ahead or on-centre manoeuvres.  

 

Figure 13. Aerial view of Hällered Proving Ground. 

Paper A presents an extended study of the different parameters to be taken into account when 
designing a subjective assessment test series. A brief description of the most important 
considerations is presented here. The SA procedure is as depicted by Figure 14: The test 
drivers drive/test the test vehicles and afterwards complete a questionnaire with the 
requested SA measurements and/or ratings. It sounds like a quite straightforward or trivial 
process, but each of the named terms has several possible options. Let us analyse this 
sentence step by step. 

 

Figure 14. Typical SA procedure. Test drivers drive the test vehicle (left) and afterward fill a 
questionnaire with the requested SA measurement and/or ratings (right). 

“The test drivers…” Who should these test drivers be? Non-expert drivers might be a better 
representation of the customer population and are more available. That would be the standard 
selection for a common research work, but given the highly technical nature of this kind of 
project, expert drivers are preferred (Farrer, 1993). Schoeggle and Ramschak (2000) had the 
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opportunity of using expert and non-expert drivers and reached the conclusion that the former 
clearly demonstrated to be the best option. This leads us to the following question: How 
many drivers are needed? As presented in Paper A, for normal sociological/human behaviour 
studies a minimum of 400 participants would be required, in order to reach standard values of 
confidence level and margin of error. Normal vehicle test clinics are run with a minimum of 
30 participants, but those examples are thought for normal drivers. Unfortunately, expert test 
drivers in vehicle dynamics are not available in such numbers. This is the reason why 
normally these tests are limited to values between 3 and 10 drivers.  

“…drive/test…” How should the test be performed? As it was named in section 2.2 about 
objective testing, subjective evaluations are evaluated via closed loop manoeuvres, Figure 12. 
Closed loop manoeuvres can be done using standard manoeuvres, e.g. double lane change 
ISO 3888, or by allowing the drivers to drive freely around the test tracks. The former is a 
more structured test, which try to somehow gather more objective SA. However, the latter is 
the most common practice in automotive testing (Crolla et al. 1998). 

“…the test vehicles…” Which vehicle set-ups should be tested? Well, that depends on the 
purpose of the experiment itself. A normal procedure when investigating the effects of some 
specific components, or parameter, and the effect of their combinations, is to use test design 
techniques as Factorial Design, explained in Box et al. (2005).  

“…and afterwards…” But afterwards, when exactly? Test drivers might answer the questions 
in many different ways, for example: during driving (e.g. via a recorder), in small blocks of 
questions, after testing each vehicle or even after the whole session. Even when expert test 
drivers assure that they can remember how a vehicle behave for a long period of time, the 
runs with the different vehicles should be short and the assessments should be performed 
shortly after the runs, as demonstrated by List and Schoeggl (1998) who interviewed drivers 
during and after driving and found that the interviews held during driving led to a higher 
number of drivability-relevant criteria, compared to the interviews held after driving. 

“…complete a questionnaire with the requested SA…” Which questions should be asked? 
That depends also on the purpose of the research. However, subjective questions are not as 
standardized as objective metrics. Different studies use different questions, i.e. studies are 
difficult to compare. Rothhämel et al. (2010) developed a procedure in order to generate a 
word pool for the description of steering feel in heavy trucks. Paper B shows a similar 
procedure, based also on a word-pool, but including autocorrelation between SA and SA to 
find key questions for passenger vehicles.  

“…measurements or ratings…” which do not need to be the same. Drivers can try to measure 
the magnitude of a characteristic (level 5 in Table 3) or to give their judgement about how 
good or bad this characteristic is (level 2 to 4 in Table 3). Furthermore, different assessment 
scales can be used. That might also seem trivial, but Käppler et al. (1992) based on a review 
of test procedures and scales, explained that test standards and scale deficiencies may lead to 
inadequate results. The different rating scales are treated in Paper A and a study about the 
effect of using two different scales is presented in Paper B.  
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3. Data analysis methods 
 
 “Sir Knight” replied the trader, “I entreat your worship in the name of this present 
Company of princes, that, to save us from charging our consciences with the confession of a 
thing we have never seen or heard of, and one moreover so much to the prejudice of the 
Empresses and Queens of the Alcarria and Estremadura, your worship will be pleased to 
show us some portrait of this lady, though it be no bigger than a grain of wheat; for by the 
tread one gets at the ball, and in this way we shall be satisfied and easy, and you will be 
content and pleased;…” 
 
In bold text: By a small sample, we may judge of the whole piece. 

!–!Miguel de Cervantes from Don Quixote 
 
 
 

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the mathematical methods used in the search of 
correlation between OM and SA. Paper B and C introduce the methods that have been used in 
these two different studies. Moreover, in paper A, chapter 4, the reader can find a deeper 
study of the different methods or strategies that researchers have used in this field. For further 
information, Box et al. (2005), Statistics for Experimenters: Design, Innovation, and 
Discovery is an extensive work with material for experiment design and analysis. Statistics 
and descriptive statistics tools are highly present in OM-SA correlation studies, therefore the 
first section treats that area. Afterwards when having two subset of data, as OM and SA are, 
trying to identify the relation between them is done via correlation methods. These methods 
can be divided in linear and non-linear methods, both of them will be described, in 
subsections two and three respectively. 

 

3.1. Statistics 

Through this study, different statistical concept has been used, (Box et al. 2005) and 
(Andersson, 2012), find below a basic definition of these terms: 

•! Population: A very large set of N observations, which can be imagined to be the 
source of the sample of observations. 

•! Sample: The small group of n observations actually available. 
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•! Parameters: Quantities directly associated with a population, e.g. the mean, usually 
designated by Greek letters. 

•! Statistics: Quantities calculated from a set of data, the sample, taken from the 
population, e.g. the average, usually designated by Roman letters. 

•! Mean (η) and sample average (ȳ), which tells where the scatter of points are centred. 
•! Standard deviation (σ) and standard deviation of the sample (s): A measure of spread 

in the same units as the original observations, defined as the positive square root of 
the variance, for the population and for the sample respectively. 

•! Median: The value for which 50% of the data fall below and 50% above it. 
•! Quartiles: 25% of the data fall below the lower quartile and 25% of the above the 

upper quartile. 
•! Quantiles: Values taken in regular intervals in the cumulative distribution. E.g. the 

median is the 2-quantile and the quartiles are the 4-quantiles. 
•! Mode: The most frequently occurring value in the sample. 
•! Frequency diagrams or histograms, which give a vivid impression of all the 

observations, e.g. their location and spread, if this distribution is symmetric or skewed 
to a side, if all the ratings are used or not. 

•! Normal distribution: One case of a symmetric distribution that is of central 
importance in statistics. It follows a Gaussian bell curve and it is uniquely defined by 
its mean and standard deviation. It is important because the random nature of many 
processes automatically generates this type of probability distribution. That is because 
the central limit effect or theorem produces a tendency for real error distributions to 
be “normal like”. Note that the normal distribution is an ideal concept. In the real 
world data seldom follow exactly this distribution. Fortunately, most statistical 
techniques only require approximate normality to be useful. This is the robustness to 
non-normality of some common statistical procedures, where robustness means 
insensitivity to deviations from theoretical normality. 

•! Standard normal distribution: The standard normal distribution that has mean zero 
and standard deviation one. Since any normally distributed variable can be 
transformed into the standard normal distribution, by normalization, it is considered 
that this is the only distribution that need to be analysed, thus most tables refer to it. 

•! Confidence interval: Interval within which the value of a parameter might be expected 
to lie. 

•! Normal probability plots: Or normal plots are graphical tools that can be used to 
recognise if a small sample follows a normal distribution, and/or to identify individual 
point values that do not originate from a normal distribution. This is important in 
experimental data, because it is expected that part of the variation in the 
measurements are because of the deliberate experimentation and not only due to 
measurement error. 
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3.2. Searching for Correlations: Linear methods 

Linear methods can easily be used in order to identify if SA ratings tend to be better or worse 
for the increment or decrement of an OM, i.e. this method indicates if drivers prefer the 
magnitude of the studied OM to be lower or higher. 

One or more explanatory variables, i.e. OM or input, might be used in order to estimate the 
studied SA. The different options are known as simple linear regression and multiple linear 
regression. 

 

3.2.1. Simple linear regression 

Simple linear regression fits a straight line to estimate a linear model with one single 
explanatory variable, xi (OM), as seen in Equation (1), where yi is the true value (SA), fi is the 
regression value, µi is a random component, also called the error or residual, β0 is a constant 
and β1 is the regression coefficient. 

 !" = $" + &" = '( + ')*" + &" (1) 

The approach used to find the best fit is to minimize the sum of the squares of the difference 
between the data and a line, so-called least squares minimization. The correlation coefficient 
r (r∈[-1,1]) is widely adopted as a measure of the strength of the linear dependence between 
two variables. 

The simplicity of this method is the reason for it being the most used method in this kind of 
studies, Chen and Crolla (1998), Harrer et al. (2006) and Nybacka et al. (2014 a & b). It have 
also been extensively used in this thesis work in the analysis of different kind of correlations, 
as illustrated in Figure 2: 

•! For correlations between OM and OM, in order to identify multicollinearity or linear 
dependency between OM. A matrix with the OM to OM correlation coefficients r, 
and a chart with the strong relations are shown in the Appendix 4 in Paper C. 

•! For correlations between SA in the first impression test and in the SA final rating in 
DS3, these tests are described in the following chapter of this thesis. See Figure 5 in 
Paper B for an example. 

•! For correlations between SA and SA ratings, in order to identify multicollinearity or 
linear dependency between SA questions. An example is presented in Figure 11 in 
Paper B, this figure shows also the correlation coefficient matrix for each SA to SA 
analysis. Figure 12 also in Paper B is a chart that show the level of correlations 
deduced from this matrix. 

•! Finally several examples of linear correlations between OM and SA, used to find 
preferred OM ranges or to be able to predict SA from OM are presented through 
Paper C, in Figures 1, 2, 6 ,7 10, 11, 15. The latter, an OM to SA-level 5 correlation, 
indicates the capacity of a driver to identify changes in an OM. 
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3.2.2. Multiple linear regression 

Multiple linear regression basically follows the same procedure as simple linear regression to 
achieve the best fit. The only difference is that more than one explanatory variable are 
introduced, as seen in Equation (2). The coefficient of determination R2 (R2∈[0,1]) is a 
measure used to study how well the true values are likely to be predicted by the model. 

 ," = '( + *)) ⋯*./
')
⋮
'/

+ &" (2) 

Yi is the SA of a specific test group for i=1,2,…n different vehicles/settings. There are p sets 
of OM for n different vehicles/settings. β0 is the constant in the regression equation. β1 – βp 
are the coefficients for the regressor xnp. i is the residual. 

When calculating multiple linear regressions, multicollinear regressor, i.e. linear dependent 
OM, should not be included together in equation two. In order to avoid that the results from 
the OM to OM correlation can be used. 

For multiple linear regression models, F-statistics can be used to check the significance of the 
regression equation and each regression coefficient in the equation. 

This method has not been applied in this thesis, which does not consider combinational 
effects, i.e. the relation between more than one OM and a SA. Nonetheless, examples can be 
found in previous and related research: Chen and Crolla (1998), Harrer et al. (2006), 
Rothhämel et al. (2011) and Nybacka et al. (2014 a & b). 

 

3.3. Searching for Correlations: Non-linear methods 

The simplicity of the linear methods is not only their strength, but also their limitation. Linear 
methods can only identify a tendency for preferred higher or lower OM, but cannot identify 
preferred ranges or optimum OM values, as represented in Figure 15. Actually, in this case, 
considering that the shape is exactly symmetrical and that there are samples throughout the 
whole OM range, the linear method would calculate a horizontal line as the best fit, 
indicating no correlation between the OM and the SA. In a different case of not having 
samples in the whole OM range, let us consider that the vehicle configuration only includes 
vehicles in the left half interval of the OM range in Figure 15. The linear regression would 
therefore identify a line with positive slope as the best fit, indicating that the higher the OM 
will be the better SA will be obtained. This would also be misleading (following the same 
reasoning, a negative slope would be obtained with samples only in the right half of the OM 
interval). 

Non-linear relations can be modelled and/or studied via neural network (NN). The NN is a 
kind of mathematical structure that consists of interconnected artificial neurons that imitates 
the way in which a biological neural system works (e.g. the human brain). The neural 
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network has the ability to learn from data and a typical multi-layer neural network consists of 
an input layer, one or several hidden layers and an output layer of neurons. An example of 
NN structure for exploring nonlinear subjective-objective links is shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 15. Example of a shape of SA to OM correlation with a preferred OM range. 

The input metrics xi (objective metrics) are transmitted through the connections by first 
multiplying them by the scalar weight wi to form a product (wi × xi). Secondly, a scalar bias, 
bi, is added and the result is processed with a transfer function, fi. Three types of transfer 
functions are the most commonly used, namely the hard-limit, linear and tan-sigmoid transfer 
functions. In this study, the tan-sigmoid transfer function was adopted in the hidden layer to 
find nonlinear subjective-objective correlations. The calculated results from the hidden layer 
are then added together to a scalar bias in the output layer and then fed into a linear transfer 
function in the output layer, where the output y is produced and can be compared with the 
target value (subjective assessment). The linear transfer function was chosen for the output 
layer. The tan-sigmoid transfer function, more similar to the drivers’ SA strategy with 
saturations on the limits, was also tested, but no clear benefit was identified. The main 
principle of the NN is that the scalar weight and the bias can be adjusted in order to obtain 
optimized results. 

 

Figure 16. SISO NN with a hidden layer with three tansigmoid neurons and a linear transfer function in 
the output layer. 
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Since this thesis does not consider combinational effects, the focus is on SISO models, i.e. a 
single-input NN with a single-ouput, meaning that only one OM vs. one SA criterion is 
studied at a time. Models with three and two hidden neurons were tested in a preliminary 
study, but no benefit was identified in the more complex version (represented in Figure 16), 
the two hidden neuron version was therefore selected for further analysis. The amount of data 
required to train a reliable NN increase with the number of parameters to be adjusted, i.e. by 
increasing the number of neurons or of inputs or outputs in the model. 

The correlation coefficient r (r∈[-1,1]) can also be applied in this case in order to measure the 
strength of the relation identified by the NN between each pair of OM-SA studied. 

Examples of the application of this methodology to study OM to SA correlations can be 
found in previous and related research: King et al. (2002), Rothhämel et al. (2011) and 
Nybacka et al. (2014 a & b). 
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4. Planning and data collection 
“By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is noblest; second, by 
imitation, which is easiest; and third by experience, which is the bitterest.” 

– Confucius 
 
 
 

Typically, a research project is divided in three phases: planning phase, data collection phase 
and analysis and synthesis phase (Andersson, 2012). This chapter presents how the planning, 
execution and data collection of the different tests were performed. 

The planning phase is that in which the main hypotheses connected to the research question 
are formulated. The hypotheses for this project are presented in the section 1.6 Research 
hypotheses. 

The data collection phase also includes a planning phase (presented in this chapter), in order 
to ensure that the gathered data will have enough quality to make it possible to draw robust 
conclusions in the third phase, where the data will be analysed and connected back to the 
research question by proving or refuting the hypothesis. The data collection phase involves 
therefore investigating the measurement systems and procedures. In this thesis that means 
e.g. deciding the test conditions (summer/winter), the vehicle characteristic changes or the set 
of test objects (vehicle configurations), the procedures to gather OM (objective tests 
manoeuvres, measurements and OM), the procedures to gather SA (test design, subjective 
questions and rating scales), selecting the test subjects suitable for the SA (test drivers 
selection). This chapter focus on presenting the decisions taken for this research. 

It should be noted that previous data was already available from the studies presented in 
(Nybacka et al. 2014a & b). However, in order to extend the amount of data, a typical 
limiting factor in this kind of research, a new series of tests were conducted, i.e. DS3. The 
final database (DS 1, 2 and 3 together) comprised of 22 drivers and 51 vehicles, including C, 
D, E and SUV classes. 

 

4.1. Summer tests 

All the tests, i.e. objective and subjective, in this thesis were executed during “summer” 
conditions, i.e. on dry asphalt and with temperatures above 10-15 degrees Celsius. Four to 
seven drivers participated in the new test, DS3. It was considered that the best would be to 
allow the drivers to test the vehicle in the same way that they were used to, in the so called 
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standard subjective assessment test, i.e. free driving. This would allow not only to gather SA 
data but also to evaluate the normal test procedure, as well as reducing the required test time, 
since the drivers would not need to be instructed in a new procedure. However, in order to 
enable evaluation of the test procedure, i.e. to study the differences between following a free 
driving procedure and a pre-defined driving procedure, a short highly defined test was 
included, the first impression test, shown in Figure 18 and explained further here and in Paper 
B.!

4.1.1. Vehicle configuration selection 

For this new set of tests, DS3, 12 vehicle configurations plus one reference vehicle were 
evaluated. In order to have the maximum number of expert drivers testing all the vehicles, 
without interfering with their normal work, during the over eight tests weeks that were 
required. The reference vehicle was the first vehicle evaluated on the first test day. The test 
drivers then had to drive the always available reference vehicle every test day and check the 
ratings they had given it, on the first day, in order to identify changes in performance related 
to external conditions, e.g. weather or road friction. SAs could thus be compared to each 
other even when collected during different test weeks, since drivers could adapt their ratings 
of the test vehicles based on the reference. 

In order to reduce vehicle time adaptation and to avoid bias resulting from external factors, 
e.g. vehicle brand, cockpit set-up, and design, all test vehicles were Volvo S60 or V60, see 
Figure 17, with several modifications:  

i)! Engine, gearbox and transmission type, which influence the vehicle mass and its 
distribution, which were further modified by loading some vehicles with extra 
weight in the trunk;  

ii)! Wheels, tyres and tyre pressures;  
iii)! Steering ratio, rack, pinion, and power-assisted systems;  
iv)! Chassis setups: toe, damper types (including semi-active dampers), springs, 

bushings and anti-roll bar stiffness.  

The aim of these modifications was to obtain a wide range of OM configurations. “Good” 
and “bad” performance configurations were required, even error states were included, in 
order to identify differences between desired and undesired vehicles and to recognize key 
factors affecting SA. The spread should be larger than in previous studies (Nybacka et al. 
2014a & b) and the complexity of the changes in the vehicles should be limited to off-the-
shelf components, and to the feasible time of the experiments. In order to determine the 
configurations of the vehicles CAE simulations would have been desired, but they were not 
available, a matrix with configurations for the desired vehicle dynamics effects was therefore 
built, vehicle dynamics theory and engineering judgement was used to determine which 
vehicle configuration would produce the expected results, e.g. extreme high torque deadband 
via high steering ratio plus high steering power assist, narrow tyres and low tyre pressure. 
Some extreme configurations, e.g. no antiroll bar for one axle, meaning extreme production 
configurations, indicated that the expected spread should be significant enough. In order to 
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assure good performance vehicles, high performance prototypes were included in the test 
sample. 

 

Figure 17. Volvo S60 or V60 were used as base for the DS3 configuration. Similarities in cockpit and 
brand would avoid bias from these external factors, and differences in the rear part of the vehicle would 

include slight modification in mass and its distribution. 

 

4.1.2. Objective tests 

All the vehicles in DS1, DS2 and DS3 have been objectively tested performing open-loop 
manoeuvres with the help of steering robots, Figure 12. This procedure increases the 
reproducibility of the OM and eliminates the influences of the drivers (Higuchi and Sakai 
2002; Harrer et al. 2006; and Pfeffer et al. 2008). 

A total of 27 objective metrics, categorised as straight-ahead controllability, cornering 
controllability and low speed manoeuvring tests, have been used in this research, see Table 1. 
These metrics were obtained by performing the following tests at speeds up to 120 km/h and 
lateral accelerations up to 4 m/s2: 

•! Straight-ahead controllability included the standardized tests, low lateral acceleration 
swept steer (similar to SAE Standard J266 method 4, but increasing steering from 0 
degrees with constant speed up to 2 m/s2), on-centre handling (ISO 13674) and 
frequency response (ISO 7401). 

•! Cornering controllability included the standardized tests, on-centre handling, low 
lateral acceleration swept steer and high lateral acceleration swept steer (similar as 
low lateral acceleration but up to 4 m/s2 or the limit). 

•! Low speed manoeuvring included the standardized test, on-centre handling (low 
speed) and parking efforts (stand still sweep of steering wheel and slow rolling sweep 
of steering wheel).!
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Table 1. Overview of the 27 objective metrics (OM) used in this research. 
Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Unit Measure 

St
ra

ig
ht

-a
he

ad
 C

on
tro

lla
bi

lit
y 

Response 

Window °  OM-1 SWA at 0.05 g 
Response gain straight path ° 1 100°456  OM-2 On-centre yaw gain straight 
Lateral acc. resp. gain low speed 7 100°456  OM-3 Overall steering sensitivity 
Lateral acc. resp. gain high speed 7 100°456  OM-4 Overall steering sensitivity 
Gain linearity −  OM-5 Steering sensitivity ratio 
Response time delay 91  OM-6 

Roll Control Roll control straight path ° 1 7  OM-7 Total roll-rate gradient @ 1 Hz 

Torque 
Feedback 

Torque deadband °  OM-8 SWA at 1.3 Nm 
Torque build-up :9 100°456  OM-9 Torsional rate 
Friction feel :9  OM-10 Torque at 0 g 

C
or

ne
rin

g 
C

on
tro

lla
bi

lit
y 

Response 

Yaw response gain ° 1 100°456  OM-11 Off-centre yaw gain 
Response gain understeer ° 7  OM-12 Linear range understeer gradient 
Response gain linearity %  OM-13 Yaw gain linearity 
Rel. yaw gain @ max. lat. acc. ° 1 100°456  OM-14 Yaw gain@max lat acc/max yaw gain 
Sine time lag 91  OM-15 Yaw - SWA phase time lag @ 4m/s2 
Sine time lag 91  OM-16 Ay - SWA phase time lag @ 4m/s2 
Sine time lag 91  OM-17 Ay - Yaw phase time lag @ 4m/s2 

Roll Control Roll control cornering ° 7  OM-18 Total roll gain 

Torque 
Feedback 

Torque build-up into the corner :9 100°456  OM-19 Torsional rate cornering 
Torque build-up cornering :9 7  OM-20 Off-centre torque gradient 
On-centre hysteresis °  OM-21 Torque deadband in degrees 
Off-centre hysteresis :9  OM-22 Torque hysteresis @ 0.3 g 
Effort level :9  OM-23 Torque @ 0.3 g 

Fi
rs

t i
m

pr
es

si
on

 

- 

Low speed response gain 
° 1 100°456  OM-24 

On-centre yaw gain 
Low speed torque build-up :9 100°456  OM-25 
Max. torsional rate 
Parking effort standstill 

:9  OM-26 
Parking effort near centre 
Parking effort rolling :9  OM-27 Parking effort just off-centre 
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4.1.3. Driver selection 

Previous studies indicated that, for this kind of research, highly skilled and experience test 
drivers should be used for gathering the subjective data. Farrer (1993) recommended that this 
type of test should be run by expert drivers, given the highly technical nature of the 
experiments involved. Dang et al. (2014) indicated that experts, compared to normal drivers, 
are able to understand each question thoroughly and to connect them with the different 
sensations felt during the drive. Harrer et al. (2006) explained that many of the previous 
investigations lacked consistency in their evaluations due to the use of randomly chosen 
customers, from different age groups and with general difficulties in interpreting the 
descriptions from SA. Harrer et al. (2006) therefore recommended the use of only experience 
vehicle dynamics engineers with advanced driving training for SA. Chen (1997) suggested 
using expert drivers, as they are able to perform more advanced manoeuvres and still have 
enough mental capacity left for evaluations. In similar studies on driveability, Schoeggl and 
Ramschak (2000) pointed out that the use of expert drivers leads to a lower SA variation, a 
key factor for finding good correlations between OM and SA. Expert drivers were therefore 
selected for this new study. Seven expert test drivers took part in the SA exercise, a minimum 
of four drivers tested the complete test vehicle fleet. Note that the same group of expert 
drivers had already been used in previous studies (Nybacka et al., 2014a; 2014b). Table 1 in 
Paper C presents detailed information about the test drivers involved in collecting DS1, DS2 
and DS3: their age span and year of experience as test drivers, these data are given in form of 
mean and standard deviation. All the participants were male. 

4.1.4. Subjective first impression test 

For all data sets, the evaluations were performed freely by the test drivers on different tracks 
at Hällered Proving Ground, Figure 13. However, DS3 included a new variation in the 
method, where a first impression test was incorporated before the intensive driving of each 
vehicle. This first impression exercise was limited to “low-medium” speeds, including 
several manoeuvring and parking tests, trying to emulate the very first minutes of driving a 
vehicle, which are believed to generate a deep imprint in drivers’ opinion. The idea was to 
compare it to the final impression, to study how much it would change after an hour of 
intense and extensive driving. 

In this set-up, drivers would find five vehicles plus one reference vehicle parked in 
perpendicular, see Figure 18. All drivers started by driving the reference vehicle and they 
continued by driving the next available vehicle; as drivers were driving simultaneously the 
order in which each driver obtained a vehicle became random. The test procedure was strict: 
the drivers drove out of the parking slot to a low speed cone-slalom; from there they went to 
the manoeuvrability area, where they drove a figure of eight marked with cones; next they 
drove one-and-a-half laps on a skid pad, 40 m radius circle, and from there they drove almost 
straight ahead to a short handling track designed for low-medium speed, where they drove 
one lap before parking the car back in one of the available slots. Before testing the next car, 
drivers were interviewed with a voice recorder, where they gave their first impressions of the 
recently driven vehicle, what character they associated to it, and graded both the steering and 
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handling using the 1 to 10 SAE scale, Table 2. The whole process with five drivers and six 
vehicles took less than an hour, including the interviews.  

 

Figure 18. First impression test, lay-out and procedure. 

In the interview, the expert drivers were asked to evaluate steering and handling (level 2, i.e. 
SA-1 and SA-30 in Table 3), using the 1 to 10 SAE scale, and to describe steering and 
handling and the character conveyed by each vehicle. These interviews were transcribed and 
analysed with a word counter, Wordle™. The characteristics most often named would thus 
appear in the largest fonts, creating a descriptive picture of each vehicle, see Figure 10 in 
Paper B. 

Table 2. Subjective rating scale for vehicle steering feel and handling levels 2-4. SAE J1441. 

Very poor Poor Fair Good Excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Undesirable Borderline Desirable 
 

The questions, in the interview, were answered in between vehicle tests. The first impression 
test was a very short drive, around 2-3 minutes, the interviews were performed inside the test 
vehicles, in order to avoid the answer of the drivers to be heard by other test drivers. That 
way each driver would have a totally independent opinion, not influenced by the rest of 
drivers. The drivers were also asked not to share any opinion during the test sessions.  

After the tests sessions, the drivers completed a survey that was complemented with another 
interview, a feedback interview, in order to identify potential improvements in the test 
method. Drivers were asked, in the survey, to write down, on a blank piece of paper, the five 
most important parameters for steering and the five most important for handling. The goal 
was to generate a second word pool. 
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Table 3. Overview of the 36 subjective assessments (SA) used in this research  

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Assessment 
DS-3 [DS-1 (DS-2)] 

Steering Feel  SA-1 
First impression*  SA-2   [ 1    (-)] 

Response  SA-3   [ -    (1)] 
Torque Feedback  SA-4   [ -    (2)] 
Manoeuvrability  SA-5 
Compliance Feel  SA-6   [ -   (3)] 
Friction Feel  SA-7   [ -    (4)] 
Efforts  SA-8   [ -    (5)] 

Parking/Manoeuvring  SA-9 
Effort  SA-10 [ 2    (6)] 
Returnability  SA-11 [ 3    (7)] 
Manoeuvrability  SA-12 

Straight-ahead Controllability  SA-13 
Response  SA-14 [ 4    (8)] 

Window SA-15 
Roll Control  SA-16 [ 5    (9)] 
Torque Feedback  SA-17 [ 6  (10)] 

Torque Deadband SA-18 
Torque Buildup SA-19 
Friction Feel SA-20 
Damping SA-21 

Modulation  SA-22 [ 7  (11)] 
Cornering Controllability  SA-23 

Response  SA-24 [ 8  (12)] 
Roll Control  SA-25 [ 9  (13)] 
Torque Feedback  SA-26 [10 (14)] 

Torque Buildup SA-27 
Returnability  SA-28 [11 (15)] 
Modulation  SA-29 [12 (16)] 

Handling Feel  SA-30 
Straight-ahead Stability  SA-31 

Straight Running  SA-32 
Transitional Stability  SA-33 

Stability  SA-34 
Controllability  SA-35 
Capacity Feel  SA-36 

Background legend: Dark grey are questions in all DS (i.e. DS1, DS2 and DS3); light grey are questions in DS2 
and DS3 (i.e. not in DS1); white background are questions only in DS3 (i.e. not in DS2 or DS1).  
*SA-2 only DS1 and DS3. 

 

4.1.5. Standard subjective assessment test 

For the extended test, as it has been mentioned, the drivers were able to drive freely. The tests 
were however limited to three of Hällered Proving Ground test tracks: Handling track 2, 
Country road track and the main track (or the high-speed oval). This configuration of test 
tracks enabled tests of the vehicle steering and handling in all its range, something that was 
not possible in the first impression test, where e.g. high speeds were not reached. 

The drivers had always the questionnaire with them. Test drivers normally answer the 
questions during the test, which gives the best results according to List and Schoeggl (1998). 
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There are parking places within the test tracks, where the test drivers can stop in order to 
answer subsets of questions. 

In order to keep the compatibility with the previous databases (Nybacka et al. 2014 a & b), 
the same questionnaire was used. It was however extended with some new questions, 
including SA in handling and deeper level questions in steering feel, named as level 5 
questions, all presented in Table 3. The rating scale for levels 2 to 4 is the 1 to 10 scale 
presented in Table 2. Level 5 questions, based on antonym pairs of words, used a 1 to 5 scale 
with defined steps, where the driver mark the rating with an (X), Table 4. In the example in 
Table 4 the driver would have given a rating of 2.5, i.e. medium tending to small. 

Table 4. Subjective rating scale for vehicle steering feel and handling level 5. E.g. rating 2.5. 

(SA – xx) 
Small  Medium  Large 

1    2  X  3    4    5 
 

4.2. Winter tests  

In the case of winter testing, the development and evaluation of vehicle handling 
characteristics are, nowadays, almost solely based on subjective assessments (SA) done by 
expert drivers. As presented above this is both expensive and time consuming, and therefore 
in conflict with the goal of shortening project development and testing time meanwhile 
fulfilling more restrictive and demanding specifications. Once more, vehicle dynamics 
evaluation effectiveness could be improved via OM-SA correlations. Furthermore, objective 
testing standards, which are used for “summer” or high friction conditions, are not directly 
applicable for low friction testing, or “winter” testing, because the added challenge of 
changing road conditions that causes both low signal-to-noise ratio measurements and low 
robustness, or repeatability, of the results. Note that these issues are further complicated by 
the fact that there is only one short winter test season per year and hemisphere, which limits 
the possibilities to shorten project times, since several winter test periods are normally 
required.  

All the above are motivations to understand:  

i)! How expert drivers do their winter SA. 
ii)! How objective tests, measurements and OM shall be defined for winter tests.  
iii)! How OM and SA correlate, in “winter” conditions, and the difference with 

respect to “summer” conditions. 

During this Licentiate research, a winter test expedition was performed in order to develop 
the methods to evaluate vehicle dynamics handling on winter conditions, Figure 19. The 
goals of the performed tests were to study how winter objective testing should be performed 
when using steering robots. By identifying the suitability of different objective test 
manoeuvres, methods and/or procedures; the effects that the surface conditions have on the 
results and their repeatability; and if key OM are robust enough to describe the vehicle 
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performance during changing surface conditions. Furthermore, it was also a goal to 
understand the human factors lying behind expert drivers’ winter SA.  

Gathering quality data in an environment that changes within hours, as it is during winter 
road conditions, impose high requirements on both material and human resources, especially 
for objective testing, since these kinds of tests is not normally performed during such 
conditions. Thus, well-planned test procedures, logistics and methods were compulsory.  

The goal was to obtain as many subjective and objective data for a given vehicle 
configuration during the shortest possible time, assuring the lowest change on non-controlled 
test parameters.  

 

Figure 19. “Winter” conditions subjective and objective tests were run on ice surface with a thin compact 
layer of snow.!

4.2.1. Driver selection 

The considerations taken into account for selecting the test drivers for this winter test were 
the same that have been described for the summer test campaign in section 4.1.3. In this case, 
five expert drivers participated in evaluating the complete test vehicles fleet. These five 
drivers, all male, were a subgroup of that used for DS3 with age and years of experience as 
test drivers presented in Table 1 in Paper C. 

4.2.2. Vehicle set-up selection 

A way of lowering the negative effect of the variation of friction is using reference vehicles; 
this applies for both SA and OM. The reference vehicle works as an indicator of the road 
conditions modification. This implies that the reference and the test vehicle had to be 
evaluated, both objectively for all test manoeuvres and subjectively by all drivers, in the 
shortest possible time. In order to accomplish this, the following test procedure was 
developed: Four identical vehicles were used; two would be kept unchanged as reference 
vehicles, for objective and subjective testing respectively; the remaining two vehicles would 
be changed into 10 different chassis configurations, to serve, each of them, as objective and 
subjective test vehicles. 
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The test configurations were selected from an orthogonal test matrix, eliminating 
uninteresting test configurations; the allowed modified parameters were: connection-
disconnection of front and/or back antiroll bars, standard or sport dampers front or back; 
loaded or unloaded rear with 120 kg; and their combinations. As tests were blind, a 
configuration similar to the reference vehicle was included in order to test drivers SA 
repeatability. 

4.2.3. Test procedure and manoeuvres 

Test drivers drove always first the subjective reference vehicle and immediately after the 
subjective configuration test vehicle. Two test drivers would drive simultaneously to reduce 
testing time. Straightaway, by using two steering robots and two robot operators, objective 
tests were run, simultaneously for the objective reference and for the objective configuration 
vehicles. In that way, subjective and objective tests for the reference and configuration 
vehicle were run altogether in less than 90 minutes.  

The chosen objective manoeuvres were Constant Radius Circle, Frequency Response, a 
modified Sine with Dwell and Power-off in a turn, in order to gather data from the steady-
state response, the frequency response, and the transitory response to steering inputs and to 
power train inputs, respectively. 

4.2.4. Preliminary results from winter testing  

Preliminary results of the winter test work are presented in this section. 

The developed procedure might allow the objective evaluation of vehicle handling on winter 
condition. Figure 20 (top) shows an example where differences in repeated measures of the 
same vehicle configuration can be clearly distinguished from the repeated measures of other 
vehicle configurations, each configuration plotted in different colours versus each repetition 
plotted in different line shapes. It also shows how vehicle three (red lines) offers very similar 
OM compared to the reference vehicle (black lines), which was desired, as both vehicles 
shared the same configuration.  

On the bottom-half of Figure 20, the SA rating distributions for these vehicles are presented. 
These SA make it possible to perform a similar study as presented in Paper B, but for winter 
conditions, which permits:  

i)! Classifying the vehicles from best to worst. 
ii)! Investigating the correlations OM to SA. 
iii)! Studying the repeatability of subjective assessment via a blind test, i.e. vehicle 

three versus reference. 
iv)! Understanding how drivers set their ratings. 
v)! Understanding the use of the rating scale.  
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Figure 20. Top: OM – Slip Angle vs Lateral Acceleration. Bottom: SA rate distribution (histogram) per 
vehicle. 

Drivers rating tendency, rating repeatability and the use of the scale seems to be quite similar 
to that during summer testing (Paper B). Once more, the analysis of level 5 questions would 
allow to identify SA questions that are not properly felt by the drivers, e.g. roll control during 
winter conditions. 
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5. Analysis  
The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds the most discoveries, is not 
“Eureka!” (I found it!) but “That’s funny…” 

– Isaac Asimov 
 

 
 
The three phases of a research project were planning, data collection, analysis and synthesis. 
The data analysis phase can be broken down into two activities. The first is data processing, 
where raw data are turned into a quantitative format. The second activity is the actual 
analysis, which aims at figuring out what the data can tell us. The goal is to turn data into 
information that can be connected back to the research question (Andersson, 2012).  

This chapter focuses on the last of the research phases and presents the analysis process of the 
different correlation studies performed and how the different methods have been used to find 
results that can be used to draw conclusions.  

 

5.1. Analysis of objective metrics 

OM has been analysed via linear autocorrelations, i.e. linear regression of OM versus OM has 
been performed, in order to study if there are OM that are linearly dependent of other OM. 
Figure 21 presents the correlation matrix and two examples of OM-OM multicollinearity. A 
diagram showing the net of the strong (r ≥ 0.85) and medium (0.85 > r ≥ 0.7) linear 
correlations identified in the matrix in Figure 21 can be seen in Appendix 4 in Paper C. 

There is a large group of strongly related OM: response gain straight path, lateral acceleration 
response gain at low and at high speed, yaw response gain, response gain understeer and low 
speed response gain (OM 2 – 3 – 4 – 11 – 12 – 24). This group is also related to another 
group of collinear OM on a lower level: window, torque build-up and torque build-up into the 
corner (OM 1 – 9 – 19). Lateral acceleration to SWA phase (OM-16) correlates strongly to 
lateral acceleration to yaw rate phase (OM-17) and moderately to their difference, yaw rate to 
SWA phase (OM-15). A medium correlation exists between torque deadband and effort level 
(OM-8 and 23). The most radical conclusion to be drawn from these correlations is that it 
might be possible to simplify the OM list by reducing those eight OM to only 2-3 OM, i.e. by 
using only one OM per group. It might therefore also be possible to simplify the 
requirements, since there might be no need to specify all those OM, only the main groups. 
Since these OM are linearly related, modifying one would change the rest in the same group. 
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Accordingly, when setting or optimising requirements, these linear connections should be 
taken into account; e.g., it might not be possible to optimize the yaw gain during cornering 
and the response gain in opposite directions. 

As presented before, the knowledge of multicollinearity between OM is also important, since 
linear dependent OM should not be used together in multi linear regression analysis. 

Note that other kinds of suspension systems and/or over-actuation, e.g. rear steering, might 
allow these linear correlations to be broken; i.e. new combinations might be possible. 

 

 

Figure 21. Top: OM – OM correlation matrix. 
Bottom: Two examples of OM-OM multicollinearity, OM-2 vs OM-4 (left) and OM-16 vs OM-17 (right). 

In the former, the OM range is vehicle class dependent, no so in the latter. 
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5.2. Analysis of subjective assessments 

Linear autocorrelation of SA has been performed. Figure 22 presents the correlation matrix 
and an example of SA-SA multicollinearity. The diagram of the net of strong (r ≥ 0.85) and 
medium (0.85 > r ≥ 0.7) linear correlations identified can be seen in Figure 12 in Paper B. 

 
Figure 22. Top: Correlation between SA and SA. Bottom: Example of two SAs with good linear 

correlation, Steering Feel (level 2) and Straight-ahead Controllability (level 3). 
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The analysis of SA has been much deeper than the study performed for OM and whole Paper 
B focus on it. This further analysis includes: 

•! Descriptive statistics, histograms and normalization has been applied to study the 
rating distribution, the effect of the rating scale on SA, and to identify drivers’ 
tendency in the use of the rating scale. Figures 3, 4 and 7 in Paper B. 

•! Comparison and multicollinearity between the SA ratings in the first impression test 
and in the standard subjective assessment test. See Figure 23 and Figure 5 in Paper B. 

 
 Figure 23. SA first-impression ratings overlapped with SA final rating for DS3. 

(a) Steering, (b) handling. 

•! Driver SA repeatability has been studied via a blind test, with two repeated 
configurations vehicles. Accumulative absolute error between the SA of all vehicles, 
Figure 8 in Paper B, has been used for this analysis. 

•! Not only numerical SA has been used. The 10 terms given per driver in the feedback 
interview were analysed via a word counter, in order to identify key parameters, 
Figure 9 in Paper B. Furthermore the interviews where the drivers described the 
configuration vehicles they had just driven during the first impression test were 
transcribed. On one hand, the word counter was used to get a descriptive picture of 
each vehicle, Figure 24. On the other hand, all the interviews were fed together into 
the word counter, the characteristics mostly named by the drivers, i.e. those that test 
drivers focused on, could therefore be identified. This new analysis permits to 
generate a new word-pool of steering and handling key parameters. Table 5 
summarizes the key factors identified for steering and handling. 

 

Figure 24. Example of word pool from two different vehicle descriptions 
(vehicle 1, left, and vehicle 12, right) 
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Table 5. Summary of the steering feel and handling feel key factors found by three different methods, 
compared with the steering feel dimensions used by Rothhämel et al (2010). 

SA – SA correlation 
(SA final ratings) 

Word count 1 
(Top parameters S & H)  

Word count 2 
(Vehicle test interviews) 

Rothhämel et al. (2010) 
Dimensions 

STEERING FEEL 
Steering response Steering response Steering response Response 
     Window  Steering window  Play 
Torque feedback   Resistance 
     Torque deadband  Torque deadband  Resistance 
     Torque build-up Torque build up Torque build-up Resistance 
 Linearity   
  Steering wheel friction Resistance 
  Steering wheel damping Resistance 
Modulation Modulation  Road feel 
 Connection to road Connection to road Road feel 
Roll control Roll control   
  Balance  
Steering parking efforts  Steering wheel force levels Resistance 
  Steering wheel returnability Steering wheel return 
   Ratio 
   Jerk  

(Steering wheel vibrations) 
HANDLING FEEL 

Transitional stability    
     Stability   Stability 
     Controllability    
     Capacity Feel Capacity feel   
 Understeer gradient Understeer level  
  Grip level  
 

5.3. Analysis of subjective assessments versus objective metrics 

Once OM and SA had been analysed individually, the next natural step was to investigate 
their relation. Paper C focus mostly on this task, which was performed using different 
methods and strategies: 

•! The available datasets have been studied individually as DS1 (also subdivided by 
vehicle class), DS2 and DS3, and together as a super-dataset DS. 

•! The correlations have also been studied for all the drivers together and driver-by-
driver. Figure 25 shows as example the correlation matrix for the two steps in the 
driver-by-driver correlation process. 

•! Both linear (linear regression) and non-linear regression (neural network) methods 
have been applied, Figure 26 shows an example of each type of correlation. 

•! Descriptive statistic has also been extensively used: e.g. mean and confidence 
intervals are used to represent the area of expected SA for a given OM, see Figure 26-
left. 

•! Both analysis with automatic selection of high correlating pairs (based on correlation 
coefficient R, and on the number of drivers presenting good correlations), e.g. Figure 
25, and “manual” analysis have been implemented. 
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Figure 25. OM-SA Correlation matrix driver by driver. First step (top), number of drivers identifying 
OM-SA correlations for each OM-SA combination. Dark and medium blue (correlation existing for more 
than three drivers) are selected for the next step. Second step (bottom), Correlation factor from selected 

data, r < 0.5 (white); 0.5 ≤ r < 0.7 (light blue); 0.7 ≤ r < 0.85 (medium blue); 0.85 > r (dark blue). 

•! Most of the studies have been dedicated to single input – single output combinations. 
However, some studies, not shown here, have been performed for multiple input – 
single output. Nevertheless, considering the number of possible combinations, and the 
poor results, it was decided to leave this analysis for future work. 

•! Studies of correlations between SA level 2 – 4 and OM would make it possible to 
identify the preferred OM ranges for obtaining good SA. See Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Examples of OM-SA(level 2-4) linear correlation (left) and non-linear correlation (right). 

•! Studies of correlations between SA level 5 and their corresponding OM would allow 
to identify how well expert drivers are to identify changes in OM, as well to identify 
the SA feeling of it, i.e. if the given level of OM feels as e.g. small, medium or large. 
See example in Figure 27. 

  

Figure 27. Examples of OM (Torque build-up) vs SA (Torque build-up, level 5) linear correlation. 
Intermediate SA feel (SA rating 3) is associated to a value between 28 and 29 Nm/100 deg SWA. 

•! 10-quantiles have been used to identify if the best and/or worst rated vehicles push up 
and/or pull down most of the SA, with respect to other vehicles, e.g. Figure A3 in 
Appendix 3 in Paper C. 
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6. Summary of appended papers 
“All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them.” 

― Galileo Galilei 
 
 
 

This chapter presents a summary of the results of this research work, which has been 
presented in the appended papers. The papers mirror the chronological order of the study and 
therefore the sequence of the results. Paper A is a state of the art in the field, Paper B is an in-
depth analysis of SA and Paper C performs a study of OM and investigates OM-SA 
correlations. 

 

6.1. Paper A 

This work goes through a state of the art in the field of correlations between OM and SA in 
vehicle dynamics. The methods used and the obtained results are evaluated. It identifies 
difficulties that needs to be taken into account in this kind of research, i.e. issues to be treated 
with special care: 

Expert drivers are desired for this kind of research studies, however that implies that 
engaging the required number of test drivers for a statistically correct study is unfeasible in 
practice. Nevertheless, even in the case of expert drivers with several years of experience, a 
poor degree of consistency could be expected between drivers’ ratings. Furthermore, it had 
been identified that the same driver might not always give the same numerical ratings when 
testing twice the same vehicle, but indications about the magnitude of this “error” were not 
available. 

Previous results indicated that care should be taken when selecting the SA questions and the 
rating scale. The former can be misunderstood by the drivers and the latter might have 
important implications for the results. Key parameters and/or most important questions had 
been investigated via word-pool methods. 

The SA questions should be answered during driving or as soon as possible after the test 
drive. It would be important to consider and investigate the effects of letting the drivers to 
test freely, as in a normal testing day, or on the contrary the effects of forcing them to drive in 
a pre-defined way. 
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Moreover, it has been recognised that these kinds of studies were basically based on 
numerical SA (as they can be fed into mathematical methods), however verbal SA do carry 
much more information, and should still be analysed.  

This study also highlights that a critical eye is needed when evaluating the SA results, 
because of different biased sources, e.g. brand identity and brand loyalty or differences in 
culture or regional taste.  

Regarding OM, it is shown that although there are objective testing standards, they are 
usually followed with modifications, and that the OM derived from them are not as standard 
as expected, a direct consequence is increased difficulties when comparing results from 
different research works. OM should be run with the help of steering robots for improved 
repeatability. 

Regarding the analysis tools, it was clear that linear regression was the most used method, but 
that it had to be complemented with non-linear analysis, e.g. neural network, in order to be 
able to find preferred OM ranges.  

Other conclusions from this study is that research in the field is normally based on small and 
quite limited databases, thus a large database would be desired for future research. All the 
studies had been performed during “summer” test conditions, i.e. “winter” test conditions – 
very important in the final SA vehicle evaluation – still had to be investigated.  

Finally, the most normal manoeuvres, metrics and questions, for both objective and 
subjective testing, are listed ordered from most to least common. In addition, a list with 
previously identified driver preferred OM ranges is presented. The findings in this research 
are the base for the test design of the oncoming experiments. 

 

6.2. Paper B 

The results from Paper A clearly indicated that although the search for OM-SA correlations 
had already started, SA had not been studied in-depth and that several SA issues had been 
identified. Understanding properly SA was a step that needed to be done in order to improve 
their quality, a requirement in order to increase the probability of identifying correct OM-SA 
correlations. 

Studies of the rating distributions show clear effects of the rating scale. Depending on which 
rating scale is used, drivers’ responses will have higher or lower resolution. Furthermore, 
drivers uses a very limited range of the SAE rating scale when evaluating premium vehicles.  

Moreover, even when drivers might agree in their impression about the tested vehicles, their 
agreement might not be captured in their numerical SA. Studies on driver tendency clearly 
indicate that different drivers use very differently the rating scale. Some drivers might 
normally tend to give higher – or lower – rating values, to use different ranges, i.e. width, of 
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the rating scale and/or different rating resolutions, i.e. rating steps. Normalization methods 
have been used to bring the use of the scale closer between drivers during post-processing.  

The introduction of a first impression test, before the typical extended test session, 
demonstrates that a short predefined test can be used to reduce testing time, with almost the 
same results as that of the long standard subjective testing method. However, no clear 
improvement in drivers’ rating spread can be associated with driving predefined manoeuvres, 
in comparison to free driving.  

The use of a repeated vehicle configuration and of a blind test procedure, demonstrates that 
drivers do not always give the same numerical rating to the same vehicles, for this a 
numerical appraisal is presented. Some drivers did identify the vehicles as being the closest 
one, but some drivers did not.  

Analysis of verbal SA has been used to identify a word-pool with the most important factors 
in vehicle steering and handling in passenger vehicles. The same method has been applied to 
generate a vehicle description. SA autocorrelation via linear regression has also been applied 
to analyse key SA questions, the result for this method did agree with the results in the verbal 
SA investigation. 

6.3. Paper C 

This paper continues with the previous work and analysis, in this case, with the 
autocorrelations of OM, i.e. here investigations have been made to identify if there were OM 
within the group in Table 1 that are linearly correlated. In the cases where linear relations 
exist it means that maybe there is no need to measure all OM. In the same way, not all of the 
OM would need to be specified by requirements.  

Furthermore, imposing requirements for all of them would over-constrain the system. A 
direct consequence would be that if the requirements do not follow the identified relation, it 
would be impossible to fulfil all of them. In other words, it would not be possible to optimize 
for all of the OM requirements without conflict.  

Another issue is that when analysing combinatory effects, e.g. multiple linear regression, 
including inputs (OM) that are linearly related could produce unexpected results, since 
multiple solutions can be possible. Note that other kinds of suspension systems and/or over-
actuation, e.g. rear steering, might however allow breaking these linear correlations and new 
combinations could therefore be possible. 

On the other hand, this work focuses mainly on analysing OM-SA correlations via different 
methods and strategies. Different results when using the super-dataset DS and when using 
smaller databases: DS1, DS2, DS3 or dataset per vehicle class, demonstrate the negative 
effects of using small datasets.  

OM-SA linear regression and neural network correlations have been applied for the complete 
DS and for all drivers. Very few results were obtained, which might be consequence of the 
non-agreement in numerical SA of test drivers. The application of different normalization 
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techniques, in order to cope with this issue, did however not present any clear improvement. 
Using the mean and the 95% confidence interval area seems to be a valid method in order to 
identify drivers’ preferences and/or even to predict expected SA for a given OM. In order to 
increase the number of OM-SA correlations available, the study was extended to per-driver 
correlations, with an automatic selection process. This procedure successfully complements 
the previous study. The summary of the results obtained by merging all the mentioned 
different methods is presented in Table 6. 

Very low performing vehicles, i.e. those with error states, did receive very low SA for most 
of the SA questions, this suggests that very poor behaviour in one or few questions might 
sink ratings in other SA qualities, which do not need to be so poor. This effect is associated to 
that of basic needs in Kano’s model. 

DS3 includes a new set of questions of level 5. In these SA, expert drivers work as sensors 
and try to identify the magnitude of a given OM. The cross plots of these SA and OM make it 
possible to identify if drivers feel the changes in the OM, and if they can correctly identify 
them. In some cases it also shows when there is saturation of a feeling, i.e. drivers stop 
identifying an increasing OM, or if there is a minimum feeling threshold, i.e. drivers stop 
recognizing that the OM is decreasing. Besides, drawing these cross plots driver per driver, 
and not for the whole group of drivers, makes it possible to study if there are a group of 
drivers who are more sensitive for identifying OM changes, i.e. if they are more sensitive 
than the rest. Furthermore, comparison between different kinds of OM, e.g. steering wheel 
feedback or vehicle body response, allow to identify if any driver is more propitious to 
properly recognize kinaesthetic than vestibular stimulus or vice versa. 
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Table 6. Identified preferred OMs. DS1: C-, D- & E-class. DS2, DS3 and King. et al. (2002): only D-class. 
Within parenthesis (): OM-SA correlation without high confidence, e.g. OM-12: (1.5 – 2.0 °/g)  
Within brackets []: OM corresponding to the middle SA value for level 5, i.e. SA = 3, e.g. OM-1: [4°] 

No Objective measure All DS DS2 DS1 
King et 

al. 
(2002) 

1 Window [°] < 3.5 
Lv.5 [4] <3.7   

2 Response Gain Straight Path 
[°/s/100°SWA] > 25 29.5-

33.5 25-30 20-25 

3 Lateral Acc. Resp. Gain [g/100°SWA] LS > 1.1 >1.125  >1.25 

4 Lateral Acc. Resp. Gain [g/100°SWA] HS > 1.7 >1.8   

5 Gain Linearity [-] (<1.4)    

7 Roll Control Straight Path [°/s/g] < 31.25 <30.5   

8 Torque Deadband [°] 1.2-2.0 
Lv.5 [2] <1.6 <2.2  

9 Torque Build-up [Nm/100°SWA] 30-40 
[31.5] 30-38   

10 Friction Feel [Nm] 1.2–1.7 
Lv.5 [2.2]    

11 Yaw Response Gain [°/s/100°SWA] > 28 30.5-34 28-32 12-20 

12 Response Gain Understeer [°/g] < 2.75 
(1.5-2.0) 1.6-2.1  >0 

13 Yaw gain linearity [%] < 100 
(85-100)    

14 Rel. yaw gain @ max. lat. acc. [°/s/100°SWA] (> 55)    

15 Yaw - SWA Phase Time Lag @ 4m/s2 (70 – 90) 62-75   

16 Ay-SWA Phase Time Lag @ 4m/s2 
> 80 

(80-150) 
   

17 Ay – Yaw Phase Time Lag @ 4m/s2 < 30    

18 Roll Control Cornering [°/g] (< 4.6) <4.2   

19 Torque Build-up into Corner [Nm/100°SWA] > 18 
Lv.5 [16] >16.5   

20 Torque Build-up Cornering [Nm/g] > 2.5 
Lv.5[2.1] >2.7 4-6  

21 On-centre Hysteresis [°] --- 11.5-
14.5   

22 Off-centre Hysteresis [Nm] 1.5-2.6 2.1-2.6 1.5-2.2  

23 Effort Level [Nm] 3.7-4.3 4.2-4.8 3.6-4.5  

24 Low Speed Response Gain  [°/s/100°SWA] (> 28) >25.5  20-25 

25 Low speed torque build-up [Nm/100°SWA] 14 - 20    

26 Parking Effort Standstill [Nm] < 3.7 <4 <3.3  

27 Parking Effort Rolling [Nm] < 2.8 
(1 – 2.8) <3.2 >1.5  
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7. Discussion and conclusions 
“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?”  

― Albert Einstein 
 
 
 

This chapter discusses and concludes the research work presented in this summary of the 
performed work and the appended papers.  

The goal of this work was to try to find an answer to the research questions:  
•! How can the knowledge about the correlation between subjective assessments and 

objective measures be increased?  
•! In addition, how can this knowledge enable an efficient vehicle dynamics evaluation? 

The main focus has been given to the first part, i.e. first to gather the knowledge available 
(with the state of the art, Paper A), and later on to increase this knowledge: on subjective 
assessments (Paper B), objective measures (Paper C) and their correlations (Paper C). The 
results of the papers have been summarized in the previous chapter. In this chapter it is 
discussed how these results can be used to enable an efficient vehicle dynamics evaluation. 

Initial steps in the path to base vehicle dynamics development on CAE simulations have been 
already accomplished: Table 6 can be used to set requirements, simulations or evaluations 
should then aim for these values, using optimization tools is a way toward that, see Ljungberg 
et al. (2015). Correlation figures, e.g. Figures 6 and 7 in Paper C, can be used to predict the 
expected SA for a given OM, the 95% confidence interval would also give a clue about how 
much these results could be trusted, or an understanding about how much spread should be 
expected. Note that these plots are SISO “models”, i.e. there is one plot per OM cross with 
SA. This means that several plots should be used. However, the number of correlations to be 
checked could be reduced based on the fact that for the actual vehicle configurations several 
OM are linearly correlated, i.e. it should be enough to check only one of these OM per group, 
the same concept is applicable to SA where cases of multicollinearity have also been 
identified. Furthermore, key factors are listed in Paper B; in an initial study, the investigation 
might be reduced to them, or in a optimization tool these key factors should be given the 
highest weights. 

Paper B presents also a method to generate a word-cloud description of the vehicle tested. 
This strategy could be easily implemented and it would offer a good documentation during 
vehicle dynamics evaluation, where the numerical data could be complemented with key 
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characteristics, i.e. in each vehicle, the standing-out characteristics would be highlighted 
above the rest, see Figure 24. 

One important conclusion from Paper B, is that the quality of SA can still be improved. That 
is actually a recommended step before continuing the study of OM-SA correlations. 
However, that means also that vehicle dynamics evaluation does not need to wait for OM-SA 
correlations to become more efficient. 

Testing time could be reduced via short pre-defined tests, where different configurations were 
tested in a short interval of time, see first impression test in Paper B.  

The SA questionnaire and methods can be improved in order to get more consistent results 
between drivers and more repeatability per driver. Actually the different use of the rating 
scale by the drivers suggest that periodic calibration exercises might be beneficial in order to 
keep drivers using the rating scale in a similar way, e.g. reflecting brand identity. This 
calibration is expected to have effect on drivers’ ratings, as the driver with the highest ratings 
during summer testing was informed about this fact. Later on, during winter testing, it was 
possible to confirm that this expert driver had lowered his ratings in relation to the rest of 
drivers. 

The previous results halfway support the third hypothesis, and halfway refute it. The 
hypothesis was: Expert drivers are able to evaluate the quality of the effects of vehicle 
dynamics characteristics on the driving experience, and to translate them into a numerical 
value (SA ratings of level 2-4) in a consistent way. Indeed expert drivers can do this, which is 
why some OM-SA correlations have been identified. On the other hand, it is also clear that 
the level of consistency of SA is not as good as desired. That leave a new hypothesis for 
future work: The consistency of SA can be improved by training. The experiment named, that 
with the highest rating driver, gives confidence in that it can be achieved.  

In paper C, OM-SA of level 5 was also studied. This helps to identify which OM changes are 
felt by the drivers, as a group and individually. If the changes are not felt, it might mean that 
the studied OM is not as critical as it could be expected. Note that still there might be a 
correlation between this OM and SA, this would mean that its effect is indirect, i.e. there is 
no real correlation, or that the effect is unconscious to the driver.  

The existence of thresholds and saturations, might indicate which are the initial and final 
points between which it is worth to put effort on changing the vehicle response (when relying 
solely on feeling), as lower or higher values would not be identified by the drivers. Note that 
normal drivers are expected to be less sensitive than expert drivers, especially considering 
that the former would be driving during every day driving conditions, meanwhile the latter 
runs specific tests and focus on evaluating those single characteristics.  

Furthermore, these level 5 correlations make it possible to organize the test drivers in groups 
of more sensitive for kinesthetic or for vestibular stimulus. The different groups could 
therefore focus on evaluating different parameters. 
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Based on these results, it can be concluded that, in general, the second of the research 
hypotheses was supported by the experiments results: Expert drivers are able to feel, identify 
and estimate changes in OM and to translate them in a numerical value (SA ratings of level 
5). Note that there are OM of which changes are easier to be identified, there are sensitivity 
thresholds, i.e. above or below them the drivers do not really feel the changes, and that 
sensitivity is driver dependent. 

All of the above conclusions also support the first of the research hypotheses. There is a 
relation between the feeling of the drivers, i.e. their driving experience (in steering and 
handling) and vehicle characteristics that can be measured (OM).   

There was a last hypothesis: The OM-SA correlations and steering feel and handling key-
parameters are different between summer and winter tests, which still need to be supported 
or refuted by the analysis of the winter tests of which preliminary results have been presented. 
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8. Recommendations for future work 
“He who knows all the answers has not been asked all the questions” 

– Confucius 
 
 
 

This chapter gives recommendations for future work based on the findings presented in this 
thesis and the lessons learned.  

Despite all the efforts in the last half century of research in this field of knowledge, there is 
still a lot of work to be done in order to reach the final goal of being able to predict the 
expected SA in a physical vehicle from CAE evaluations. This would make it possible to base 
vehicle dynamic development mainly on CAE simulations, which would reduce the required 
number of physical prototypes and with it the cost and development time. 

•! Initial efforts should focus on improving SA methods in order to increase the quality 
of the current SA gathered data used in these kinds of studies.  

o! Reducing drivers’ rating spread (the components that are not caused by 
different taste, but by “noise” in the procedure). 

o! Reducing the time required to gather the data 
o! Reducing the number of not-answered questions 
o! Focusing on key questions 
o! Including non-numerical data in the studies, which can complement numerical 

data, since pure numerical data might e.g. not indicate the direction and 
amount in which any OM should be changed. 

•! In order to be able to fully predict SA from OM, and to use it for CAE development 
supported by optimizations tools, it is not enough with finding the key parameters, it 
is also required to identify the weight of each parameter in relation to each other. 
Table 6 allows to identify the range for best objective requirements, but in order to 
evaluate them the opposite relation is required since SISO models are not enough. 
That is, in order to be able to calculate the expected SA in a real vehicle from pure 
simulations MIMO models that include combinatory effects need to be used. In order 
to be able to train MIMO models, much larger databases are required, together with 
more consistent SA data, as presented in the previous point. 

•! Further studies are specially required on winter test conditions, which is an important 
part in vehicle dynamics evaluation. Objective winter testing has not been as 
extensively studied and standardized as objective testing on summer test conditions. 
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This might have been motivated by the increased difficulty of objective testing during 
winter conditions. 

•! New technologies, like improved Moving Base Driving Simulators (MBDS), allow 
nowadays subjective evaluations of vehicle dynamics in non-physical vehicle 
prototypes. This is a step forward with the aim to base development on simulations, 
still an intermediate step since “physical” drivers are still required. Understanding the 
relation between SA in real vehicles and on MBDS virtual vehicles is an important 
step in order to be able to use efficiently these tools. 

•! The constantly increasing amount of vehicle dynamics electronics, controllers and 
actuators, implies not only a huge increase of positive possibilities for the 
development engineers, it implies also an enormous increasing complexity. The 
number of degrees of freedom, the possibilities of changing strategies depending on a 
number of given conditions, e.g. speed, driver settings, road-friction, etc. imposes 
very high demands to OM-SA correlations, even when these correlations have not 
been fully identified yet for the simplest vehicle configurations. 

•! Another important consideration is that taste is alive, the relations found might 
therefore run out of date. Furthermore, the introduction of the electronics systems, 
drive-by-wire systems or even autonomous driving means that the combinatory 
effects might be modified, new OM would then become reachable. The identified 
relations might therefore change and the identified relation should then be questioned. 

•! Part of the future work is also auto-criticism, not only identifying which questions has 
not been answered, but also which questions are still to be formulated. 
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